
 

 
 

Your Guide to Understanding the Spring/Summer and Fall 2022 
Class Schedule 
 

 

The following information will help you interpret the Spring/Summer and Fall 2022 class schedule. 
Please note that the following examples are snapshots of what you will see in the Visual Schedule 
Builder system. If you are using UR Self-Service to search for courses, you will see the same 
information as in the examples below but in a different format. 

Retired after Spring/Summer 2022 

RLDS – Remote Learning Delivery Special 

WEB - Web-delivered class 

New for Fall 2022 

Remote – Remote classes are virtual classes that are offered on specific days and times. Faculty and 
students gather together virtually to teach and learn in Zoom classrooms. 

Online – (formerly WEB) Online courses are formally developed to be delivered in a primarily 
asynchronous format. They are typically delivered such that students are able to manage them on their 
own schedule rather than attend class on a specific date/time. However, they may have a limited 
number of real-time virtual meetings. 
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On-Site Courses 
If a class section is being taught on-site, it will be designated with a building and room number as shown 
below. In this example the class will be offered on-site in room CL 127. 

 

Hybrid 
If a class is being delivered in a combination of hybrid on-site and remote delivery, the on-site class 
section will be designated as Hybrid – on-site classroom and will be scheduled in a building and 
room. The remote class section will be designated as Hybrid – remote. Students need to choose how 
they want to attend for the full term and cannot switch from one modality to other after the add/drop 
deadline for the class. 

In this example, the on-site section of the hybrid class will be offered at Luther College in room LC 211. 
Students that register in the remote section will access the class via Zoom. 
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Hyflex 
Some classes have been set up to allow students to attend on-site or attend remotely with a level of 
flexibility on how they would like to attend each week. These class sections are designated as Hyflex 
– online/onsite flexible. 

In the next example, students who register in this course will have the option of attending on-site in 
room ED 623 or remotely via Zoom. 

 

 

Courses Delivered Remotely 
If a course is being delivered remotely, it will be designated with Remote – synchronous or Remote 
Learning Delivery Spec. 

Remote – (New for Fall 2022) Remote classes are virtual classes that are offered on specific days 
and times. Faculty and students gather together virtually to teach and learn in Zoom classrooms. 

Remote Learning Delivery Spec (Spring/Summer only) – This designates that the course is 
delivered primarily via Zoom with scheduled meeting days and times. This delivery code is being retired 
after the Spring/Summer term. 

In the following examples, the class section and lab sections have scheduled components on the days 
and time indicated, but they are offered remotely.  You will attend the lecture and the lab via Zoom on 
the designated days and times. 
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Remote Learning Web Spec – This delivery code has been retired. See Online (Web) delivered 
courses. 

 

Video-Conferenced Classes 
A video conferenced class is a class section that is offered at an off-site location (Regional Colleges 
and First Nations University of Canada campuses) and uses video conference technology to deliver 
the course to multiple locations. In the example below, the class INSW 402 is being video conferenced 
from First Nations University’s Saskatoon campus to their Regina campus and students can attend in 
the classroom at either location. 

As seen in the example below, these courses are normally restricted to students within specific 
communities or specific programs. 
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Online (Web) Delivered Courses (WEB for Spring/Summer; ONLINE for Fall) 
Some courses have undergone a formal online delivery development process that includes 
enhancements designed to support instruction and learning in an online environment. 

These supports include UR Courses and many other multi-media enhancements. These courses are 
designated as Web-delivered classes in the Spring/Summer term and Online for the Fall term.  As 
seen in the example below, Most Web-delivered/Online courses will not have scheduled meeting times, 
but some do, which will be shown in the class section selected. 

In the examples below, the course is being offered online. Please note that some online courses have 
mandatory meetings which usually occur via Zoom. 

The delivery code of WEB (Web-delivered class) is being retired at the end of the Spring/Summer term. 

 

Spring/Summer 2022: (Web-delivered class) 

 

 

Fall 2022: (Online) 
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Off-Campus Courses (outside of Regina) 
A class section that is being delivered at an off-campus location (outside of Regina) will have the 
delivery and location information noted within the class section. 

As seen in the lecture and lab example below, these class sections are being delivered onsite in Yorkton 
and are restricted to Parkland College students.  

 

 

 

Multiple Teaching Methods 
Courses that are delivered using multiple teaching methods (often called Blended) include remote 
synchronous class meetings and online instructional components. 

In this example, the course will use Zoom with mandatory online components. 
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Courses Taught in French 
If a class section is being taught in French, it will be designated with an Attribute of FREN. In this 
example, the class is on-site in room CT 133 and the lab is on-site in room CT 142. 

 

 

 


